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    Abstract 
 
Abstract 
The market exit system of Commercial bank is the process which it is in the 
light of given procedure and rule to cease the management, to clear up the assets 
and liabilities, then lost the corporation qualification and exited from the market 
finally. The market exit system of Commercial bank is divided into two types. One 
is the voluntary kind; the other is the compulsive kind. The last one is the keystone 
of this paper, because it could be the integrated market exit legal system in this 
kind. And the market exit legal system of Commercial bank is composed of the 
market exit mode system、crisis rescue system and other correlative accessorial 
measures system. 
Some commercial banks which are bad operation and lacking competence 
will be washed out of the market, because of the liability-operation characteristic 
and the intense competition with oversea investment bank. However, the market 
admittance of bank is always the key point of the supervision of bank in China. 
The market exit supervision of bank is neglected by the supervisor. Synchronously, 
it has not perfect and systemic legislation yet. So the market exit system of 
commercial bank is still a new thing in our country. It begins with the contents of 
the market exit legal system of commercial bank, then using the relative foreign 
country’s theories and practice for reference, finally making a legislative prospect 
for our country. This paper is divided into three chapters. 
In chapter one, it makes us to get the basal knowledge about the market exit 
legal system of commercial bank by differentiating and analyzing the correlative 
concept of the legal system, analyzing the meaning and bank exit mode of the legal 
system. 
In chapter two, it mainly focus on taking a legal analysis at the core part of 
the legal system－crises disposal system. The crises disposal system is made up of 
the preventive crises disposal system which include the lender of last resort system 
and the deposit insurance system and the remedial crises disposal system which 
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valuable function of the market exit legal system of commercial bank is preventing 
banks from happening and spreading crises, saving the bank which is in the trouble 
and protecting the advantages of depositors. 
In chapter three, it gives some views on building and perfecting our country’s 
market exit legal system of commercial bank by comparatively analyzing the 
market exit legal system of commercial bank of China and foreign countries and 
then fully accepting the shortage of ourselves and using the useful experience of 
foreign countries for reference. 
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